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since 1983 in it's present fora. The group is a member of B!JFORA, JUFOJ and 
Hilary Evans' BOLIDE project. 

VYUFORG, whilst tAking a sceptical viewpoint, holds no fixed ideas as to the 
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subjective and objective facets , and we work on the lines of evidence oriented 
research as opposed to belief oriented researc h. 
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related phenomena, both past and present, fro11 our area, with the intention of 
~~aking this inforlll!ltion available to any interested par·ty, either di rectly or 
via our or other group's journals. 

Ve are also interested in a~d encourage communication wi t h other researchers , 
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EDITORIAL 

Readers who have been keeping up with the Cracoa Fell saga can now read the 

~eoouament of the case <after 5 yearel ) elsewhere in this issue. Although it is 

solved, and is now an IFO, <bearing in mind the Cracoe f~rmare testimony was it 

ever a UFO?>, no doubt the 'fallout' and implications will taka many months to 

settle out and permeate into the minds of !Jfologists. The whole story of what 

happened regarding VYUFORG's and Y!JFOS' involvement with this case is too long 

and convoluted to appear as a magazine article, but if any reader should wish to 

know the whole story they should consult the <extensive> case file which will be 

deposited with both IUFOI and B!JFORA files sometime in early 1987 and which will 

include copies of original letters, documents etc fro11 which the articles in 

Brigantia have been culled. 

The acrimony to which we have been subjected in this case, mainly centering 

around the fact that we knew it was not a •structured object of unknown or181D' 

if not exactly an extraterrestrial craft, illustrates aptly the huge schism 

which still exists in Ufology. That is between belief in the existence of 

extraterrestrials who are vistiog earth and who are the source of IIUCh IJFO 

phenomena, and the proponents of any other point of view, notably the sceptic~ 

or new theorists such as Devereux etc. Despite there being no proof whatsoever 

that extraterrestrials are the cause of UFO phenomena it is an enduring myth 

which appears to be enjoying a resurgence of popularity. The unmasking of the 

Cracoe case has shown that at least one well publicised and supposedly well

investigated case was not due to any 'unknown' craft, and indeed suggests that 

other sightings in that area, particularly the 'three ball of light' ones, many 

of which emanated in the years after the Cracoe case and which were compared 

wi th it, may well have had prosaic explanations. Bver since Adamski people have 

reported UFO' s with three balls of light on their underside. Adamski was a 

hoaxer. Cracoe bas been disproved. Vbat happens if other so-called classic 

sightings are re-investigated, not by de-bunkers, but by genuinel y open minded 

people who have no pre-conceptions and who are not afraid of what they will 

find? Vben we are dealing with something we do not know or understand other than 

by its effects on people, a heal thy dose of sceptisism is the only way t o 

approach it. If Ofology descends once again into the mire of extraterrestrial 

belief/intervention as it was in the 50's 31 60's, and indeed still is in in 

America, vast amounts of ground gained in the past decade will be lost. UFO's ~ 

exis t in some form, there is no doubt about that, so it has got to be a case of 

stringent investigation whilst being careful not to throw the baby out with the 

bathwater as it were. Vhat we must not do ' is cling to bizarre explanations when 

the evidence proves otherwise. 
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A NEW YEARS RESOLUT ION 

'CROSS Qt: LIGHTS U EARIILEv• · AH !EO? 

By Mart i n Do~ 

Readers may remember the account of a sighting we printed in the April '86 

issue of UFO BRIGANTI!. Briefly, the report outlined the sighting of a crucifix 

of bright whi te lights in early 1982 at 8:00 am i n Farnley , Leeds, Ylest 

Yorkshire. The lights were observed s tationary for only a few seconds at an 

approximate elevation of 15 degrees before disappearing as quickly as they had 

appeared. The weather conditi ons were cloudy a nd cold with a moderate breeze. We 

classified this case in our case file as Unknown/UAP as no conventional 

explanation seemed to fit the details of the report. Recently we were forwarded 

some adata by Robert Moore a BUFORA AI in Somerset, who upon reading of this 

account in UFO BRIGAiliTIA came up with a theory which we beleive has explai ned 

this sighting. 

He writes "I suspect that what was actually seen was a superior mir11ge of 

some street lights. A mirage of this nature causes objects to be observed at 3n 

apparently higher elevation than normal. Such an effect is c:Jused by lolyers of 

hot or warm air lying above a layer of cold air, technically known as a 

temper11ture inversion. The sun mig-ht have warmed tha air above the ground bu t 

the air close to ground level could have been sti 11 a bit an the chilly s ide 

thus creating the above effect. I nate with some interest that the morning this 

observat ion took place is described as being cold which could be looked upon as 

possible factual support far my explanation. The lights were described olS being 

bright. Xirages can often act as a kind of lens enhancing tbe brightness and 

size of light sources affected by thi s optical abberation. Therefore what I 

think may have happened was that some street lamps lining both sides of tbe road 

were distor ted by s uperior image wbicb projected them a few degrees into tbe 

sky. After 11 few seconds bad elapsed, the effect ended c.:wsing the olpparent 

disappe/Jrance of tbe cross." 

VV!IEORG CO!D(EHI 

Robert also asked several questions, the answers to which would possibly 

provide further evidence in su pport of his theory . These were: was ther e a 

crossroads in the direction of object observed; if so does it have a cross

shaped str eet light configuration; was the location of this in an ar ea that is 

lower than the position of the surrounding area and were the lights white. The 

answers to all but the last of these questions were yes. There are two 

crossroads in close proximity to where the lights were seen. Both are lined with 

street lamps. The area is a major ring road and although the road is lined with 

street lamps, the hightest concentration is at the crossroads. The first oi 
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these is about a quarter mile from the witnesses position, the second about half 

a mile. The second crossroads appears to be the most likely candidate when the 

w;tnesses account is taken into con~ideration. the origin of the lights is in a 

lower postion than the surrounding area. Cold air often sinks to low lying 

areas, a factor important in this case. The street l amps, are all coloured orange 

with a few white lights. However the witness stated in her Account that at the 

time of the sighti ng there were no lights on the road as i t WAS lined with 

trees. As the road is a major road there has to have been some form of lighting 

and these could have been white street 1 t th amps a e time of the sighting. Taking 
all other evidence into account,· ie · t he 1 lit bei · oca y ng in a 'trough', the 
proximity of the crossroads, the cloudy and cold weather enabling the mirage to 

be projected onto the cloud and the very low elevation of 15 degrees we are 

quite certain that this theory is correc t to explain this sight ing . 

Thanks to Robert Moore for the helpful data . ""'UFORG "' are a l ways open to 
suggestions as to resolutions to any of our cases. 

Witness view fr?m 

A to B,where the 

lig hts appearod to 

Distance fro:n A to B 

is aps:roxlmatel;r ~.2. ::~ile. 

N 

t 

Uo<Aw·Nt. OF c ~.l€c..T o ass~~ 
i3, "/ •\l•TNi!::;:;. e~l..'( o<jn, ~NLt'f, 

Lt.c-u>. '" Ycr<!t<~, Oo?'Cuh.. 
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CEACOE FEI.I. THE CONCI.USION 

yYUFORG RESEARCH 

Since the events detailed in UFO BRIGAITIA Ia. 23, further conclusive and 

incontrovertible evidence has come to light regarding the nature of the infamous 

•cracoe UFO'. This article continues VYUFORG's line of research and brings the 

case up to date and to a conc lusion. 
VYUFORG, after re-lnterviewing the farmer, D. Carlisle, on 2619/66 lll!lde 

several visits to the fell in the hope of seeing the phenomenon repeat itself. 

Previous visits had been made in the late spring and summer months of 1966 but, 

concurrent with the farmers belief that the phenomenon could only be seen in the 

autumn and winter months, nothing was seen. Two visits were made in October, the 

fell was climbed and the area was surveyed but nothing was seen to indicate that 

the • Cracoe UFO' was a natural phenomenon. However a chance vis! t on !Jovembar 

11th proved valuable. Andy Roberts arrived in Cracoe at approximately 2pm and 

upon looking at the fall immediately saw the • Cracoe UFO'. A bright whl ta strip, 

with a smaller white 'blob' at the side, stood out visibly from the surface of 

the rock. Andy did not have a camera with him at that time but two other people 

with him saw the same phenomenon. As a result of this another visit was planned 

for tbe following weekend and on 15/11/86 Andy again visited Cracoe. The 

phenomenon was visible as before, and possibly brighter. Ten transparencies of 

the phenomenon were taken, from several points, two from wl thin yards of the 

site of the original pollee officers photographs taken in Xarch 1981. The film 

used was Kodachrome 64 ASA and the camara was a Canon AB- 1 with a 70-210~ lens. 

All pictures were taken using the lens at 210mm. 

The transparencies were processed and the resulting image, when compared to 

the· originals held by YUFOS (published in QUEST> and . to that published on the 

front page of the Yorkshire Evening Post 23/6/83, was in exactly the same 

post tton and was exactly the same image size. A number of 10•6 enlargenments 

were JIDda which produced a clearer picture and confirmed IIYUFORG' s s uspicions . 

To be absolutely certain, an enlargement was made replicating that of the 

enlargement which featured on the YEP front page of 23/ 6/63 (approx 16•12). When 

this was done the two images could be compared and 1 t was found that both 

phenomena were of the same dimensions and also pos itioned similarly on the rock 

face. The only difference between to the two images was one of brightness. 

WYUFORG' s photographs are not as bright as those held by YUFOS. This is 

understandable considering that a number of meteorological cond1 tiona must be 

met to see the phenomena at its brightest. For further clarification and an un

biased report WYUFORG then sent one of the slides to Klaus Vebner in lles t 

Germany, on 25/11/66. Vebner did original analysis on YUFOS' Cracr.c photographs 
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in 1963. He ie held in high respect by !UFOS <they are still using his analaysis 

today> and was therefore in a position to give an informed assessment of 

VYUFORG's photographs. 

Vebner replied, and we quote froa his letter dated 4/12/86. 

"The Cracoe UFO is uDJMsked. Your slides show the same phenomna under 

controlled conditions. The intensity of the light is not so bright as it is to 

see on the Cracoe photos but the position of the reflection Js absolutely the 

saiDe .... . Your slide is an evidence that a bar111less reflection on this sloping 

area of rock is responsible for the huge UFO hei!dllnes in the nelfSpapers." 

Vith this information VYUFORG felt that the Cracoe case was IIIJre or less 

closed and it was only a matter of determining the exact cause of the phenomenon 

and of informing those who still felt that it was some fora of solid craft. 

As YUFOS were taking a considerable interest in and commenting on VYUFORG's 

involvement in the Cracoe case, once we were certain that the 'UFO' was in fact 

an IFO, we sought to inform thea of the full facts. Philip Xantle, YUFOS 

investigator and •teaa leader on the ground research' in the Cracoe case, was 

telephoned on 30/11/86 told of our findings and invited to come and look at our 

photographic evidence at his convenience. Unfortunately Xantle has not, as of 

this magazine goiog to press, takeo us up on this offer. This offer remains open 

to any member of YUFOS or anyone else for that matter. Despite being informed of 

the true nature of the Cracoe phenomena <ie a shiny lump of rock> YUFOS still 

class this case as UJKHOVI and are offering a re-vamped Cracoe Package with 'new 

evidence'. Interestingly enough, this 'new' package is still using Klaus 

Vebner's 1963 analysis, analysis which he admits has been superceded by evidence 

appearing oo VYUFORG's photographs. VYUFORG has attempted to obtain the 'new' 

Cracoe package for our files, and we quote from our reply, from Graham Birdsall 

<YUFOS President>, dated 19/12/86: "As you are probably awre 11aison trl th 

VYUFORG does not exist , and to allow reports lfhich are for the benefits of 

serious researchers to be sent to your group l!t this time Hill conflict lfith our 

current attitude towrd your group." This report is ostensibly on sale to Q.ll.Xlllle. 

and despite this ludicrous stance VYUFORG will obtain the report regardless. 

WYUFORG have at all times in this saga sought to inform YUFOS of all our actions 

and information and would happily have liaised in any way possible. lie have been 

told however by Philip llantle that the next issue of QUilST would "leave you and 

your colleagues in no doubt that the Cracoe photographs do not depict 11ght 

reflections". The new QUEST is out and I and my colleagues are still doubting! 

Cracoe was visited again on 26/12/66, and <surpriset>yet again the phenomenon 

was clearly visible. )lore photographs were · taken. Whilst the Cracoe farmer, D. 

Carlis le, had indlca te<i that the Cracoe phenomena was a sunlight reflection 

IIYUFORG wished to ascertain exactly what was causing the effect , and to this end 
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visited the fell on 28/12/86. Weather conditions were not conducive to ground 

research as cloud level was 1000', the fell at 1600' being shrouded in mis t and 

a high wind was blowing. Despite this the precise location of the • Crac oe UFO' 

was found. At close quarters the piece of rock responsible for the anomalous 

effect bears no visual relation to what is seen and photographed at a distance. 

The effect is caused by light <not direct sunlight> reflecting off a piece of 

gritsone rock which is at an approximate angle of 25 degrees. The surface of the 

rock is worn smooth, unlike the surrounding grtitsone, and is a drainage surface 

for the peat bog which adjoins it. Furthermore the surface of the rock was 

patrtially covered with an unknown species of white lichen. To one side of this 

piece of rock a larger piece of upright gri tstone stands, next to which was 

smaller angled rock with the same surface features. The dimensions of the larger 

area were 15'x10' and the smaller area 2'x2'. When viewed from a distance this 

gives the effect of an incandescent white strip of light with a smaller 'blob' 

to one side. This is the 'Cracoe UFO ' . To the best of our knowledge the effect, 

which is in itself a remarkable illusion, can only be seen between the months of 

lovember and April, and then only on days when the conditions are right. On two 

WYlTFORG visits the phenomenon was observed to change light intensity 

drastically, going from very bright to almost imperceptible in a matter of 

seconds. Anyone can see the Cracoe light phenomenon for themselves. The optimum 

times are between the hours of 10:30 am and 2 pm between the months specifiod, 

providing clouds or ice do not obscure the rock face. 

This case, despite being resolved raises many questions. WYUFORG fail to see 

how the solution to this case has not been reached before by others, bearing in 

llind that the Cracoe farmer offered a possible solution in 1983 <which turned 

out to be more or less correct> and the fact that the phenomenon itself is 

visible on and off throughout at least six months of the year. Ve .also fail to 

see how the police officers who took the original photograph had not seen the 

phenomenon before or since as the police house is directly opposite the fell. In 

addition to this is the ll}'sterious • six-th slide'. This slide has been s een by 

only a handful of people according to Philip Mantle and in the Crncoe report it 

is described as' ..... a slide which was perhaps the clearest, the pollee officer 

bad zoomed 1n on tbe ~for this shot•, other sources discovered a 'fin' on 

this slide, and we quote 'The 'fin' was once again prominent ... ' This 'fin' is 

in fact an upright piece of gritsone. Besides these problems why could two 

photographic analysts, one of which, GSW is supposedly the most advanced in the 

world at UFO analysis, not detect that the • Cracoe UFO' was a surface light 

ref~ection on angled rock? The implications to be drawn from uany of the above 

points are enormous. 
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Throughout our investigations into the 'Cracoe UFO' WYUFORG have been fully 

supported by, and would like to thank BUFORA, IUFOI, Jenny Randles and the many 

individuals who have offered their help by both telephone and letter. It is good 

to lrnow that British Ufology still has some people in its ranks who are 

concerned about the truth. Our greatest debt is to It gel Jrortimer, BUFORA AI, 

without whose vigilance the 'Cracoe UFO' would still be classed as Unknown. 

Unfortunately we could not reproduce any of our photographs in this issue due 

to copying difficulties <the ill8ge would not have been bright enough), and we 

apologise to our readers. Anyone wishing to obtain a photograph (enlarged or 

otherwise>, or in fact any documetation pertaining to this case should contact 

VYUFORG. We will also enter into correspondence on any point raised in these 
articles. 

WITHER RATIONALITY ??? 

By Robert Moore <BUFORA> 

Ufology is not only suffering from a decline in sighting reports, but also 

from a general lowering of standards. The story of this disillusioning 
retardation is a sorry tale indeed. 

I look upon the late 1970's early 80's as Bri t1sh Ufology' s • golden age'. 

Ill th the publication of Allen Hendry's • TH!i UFO HAIDBOOK', lrnowledge of IFO' s 

could no longer be ignored or 'overlooked'. Ufology's (self appointed?> 

spokespersons popularised as more rational approach towards the subject. Serious 

UFO books <Hendry's epoch-marking work being the first> were printed, which 

portrayed the subject as it was (and is still> IFO's and all, minus 

sensationalist trillllllings. As a result objective Ufology flourished. Hard facts 

became all- important, and 'gee-whiz' Ufo concepts and theories were shunted to 

one side and were either forgotten and/or regarded as products of • techno

superstition'. But slowly the rot began to set ln. Certain people <who put 

prof! t before the truth> took 11 ttle heed of 'true Ufology' and carried on as 

normal, prostituting their and others peoples work, coated in thick layers of 

mass-media ·sensationalism and perverted, distorted and backward Ufology. As this 

was and sadly still is the only brand of Ufology reaching the public, the image 

of Ufology and of Ufologists remained unchanged as far as the outside world was 

concerned. Ufology was/is to the man/woman i t. the street a subject f1 t only for 

the young In brain nnd greedy in pocket! As 11 result, most of those with any 

integrity threw up t~eir hands in des pair 'what impact is the rational approach 

making?' they cried in frus tr;,tionl An il l ustration of this • lack of impact• 
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could be seen by how sales of Ufological works which were mostly <or completely> 

comprised of fiction were still greater than than those of serinus objective 

publications. Did the general public give a damn about the truth? Did they just 

look upon Ufolgy to provide thrills and temporary escape? Did they (do they?> 

view the subject as something not to be taken too seriously at all, as just 

another form of entertainment, like a Sci-fi novel translated into real life?? 

Take for example, the fate of PROBE RBPORT <and it's editor> as an illustration 

of this bitter truism. the decline of reported incidents of UFO sightings served 

to accelerate the demise of those in the subject who's very interest in the 

subject depended on such raw data .•• unlike those to whom sightings were mere 

justificatiosn for their beliefs ( and ~ sighting at that!>. As the figure

heads of the rational UFO movements slowly disappeared from the scene, ugly 

things started to happen. Those who once 'stood on the rooftops' and shouted 

aloud the rationalist message slowly changed their spots and plunged to new 

levels of absurd! ty, their 'high standards' plummeted with them. Bvenst best 

forgotten were rammed down the throats of the UFO movement, choking 

<intentionaly?> the rationalists due to the falseness and flimsiness of the 

'evidence ' of such 'occurences'. But to those whose level of credulity w11s as 

low 11s the credibility of these so called 'classic encounters' , such events 

acted 115 nourishment to thier interest in the subject. the very people that 

Ufology could well do without, but the perpetrators of such 'events' needed 

badly for less than noble reasons! As a result such people thrived and Ufology 

was once again safe in the hands of those for whom truth took a backseat to 

their ego's and wallets! One hears very little nowadays of IFO' s, exposes, of 

' UFO dross• and de-bunking of irrational concepts. One, however, hears much of 

' crashed spaceships', 'magic' spyplanes, and 'fantastic encounters•. One wonders 

if the events above were set in motion just to undermine true Ufology, because 

the dominance of Ufology by serious people would undermine their long term 

interests! 

But happily there are still objective people involved in Ufology today, avon 

if they are pushed to the back, wbilst the shysters and mad- men exhibit their 

phony wares before the public, who just shake their heads in disbelief and 

rejection. 

If this state of affairs is allowed to continue, perhaps even the small 

rationalist flame burning today will be smothered by the blackness of insanity 

and cupltity. Are the serious Ufologists of Britain content with being slowly 

irradicated, or will they rise up and cast down those who smear the name of the 

su-bject. Then maybe the flame of Ufologicol rationalism will burn brightly once 

again, never again to be extinguished. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"~"~~~"~~"~"~~~~"~"""""~ 
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THE PENN I NE PHANTOM HE I. I COPTE_R 

& OTHER SCARES <Part Ope) 

By David Clarke 

" .••...• . after fJ.fteen years of personal research in tbe UFO 

field I can say tbJ.s- tbere is no UFO pbenolllenon; tbere is 

only a UFO mytb and/or a UFO cult based on unusual lllltural 

or artificial pbeno-na ,bJ.cb are labelled 'UFO' by UFO 

cultists .... " 

Belgian Ufologist ~rc Hallet 1986 

In recent years Ufologists in the north of Hogland have been working to 

isolate and analyse recurrent waves of UFO aightings which for twenty years have 

become an · almost annual event in the Pennine foothills. Concentrations of 

reports emanate each year from the moorland districts between Lancashire and 

Yorkshire - stretching from the Rossendale Valley across the moors and hills 

northeast to the Craven district around Skipton and Grassington, as far east as 

Ilkley Koor and Bradford. Both of these areas are rich in quartz-bearing rock, 

and have in common that they are both major areas of folding and faulting in the 

Pennine geology. 

In 'The Pennine UFO Mystery' Jenny Randles notes that the genesis of 

sightings in this particular context was created between the years 1971-1974, 

with the curious saga of the phantom helicopter. Jenny discusses this phenomenon 

only briefly, but it is to my knowledge, one of the very few accounts in the UFO 

liter ature where this very important 'wave• is mentioned. Perhaps the reasons 

for this lie in the fact that UFO magazines i n the past have only taken notice 

of · events which seem to corroborate their belief in the reality of 

extraterrestrial visitors. 

The phantom helicopter sightings of 1973-74 are crucially important to our 

understanding of the generation of UFO waves and the creation of the UFO myth in 

the human consciousness. The wave is also important in that it took place at a 

time of widespread belief in visitors from outer-space and yet was not 

interpreted within this particular frame of reference, even though its elements 

are identical to UFO waves since 1947. 

The first sighting appears to have occurred on September 18, 1973, at Harpur 

Hill, near Buxton in north Derbyshire. At one o'clock in the morning, Mrs. J. 

Ingleton, who lived on Burlew Road, opposite the large Hillhead Quarry and 

explosion magazine, reported to the pollee that she bad seen a helicopter rising 

out of the quarry. Another witness was Mr. Simon Crewe of Xacclesfield, who was 
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employed as a security officer to guard the quarry by Peak: Security. "I was told 

that 11 helicopter bad been seen leavinH tbe quarry," he said later. "Jbout ten 

lllinutes later, I went bac.t to the quarry and was joined by three mechani cs. I 

went to cbec.t tbe miiHIIZine and saw the helicopter approacbinH tbe quarry IIHIIin. 

I went straiHbt to the bottom and told the men to turn off tbe liHhts. I think 

the helicopter Jlli/St have seeD them, as it veered off. I assu/DEI it was a 

helicopter, as it see111ed to cli.11b and not ban.t as an aircraft would. "• 

levertheless, if the craft was a helicopter the police w~re unable to 

identify it and the reason for its Didnight visit to the quarry remains 

unlmown. It should be noted, however, that quarries seem to have a particular 

attraction for ~FO's, as well as other paranormal phenomena. 

The mystery deepened a month later when, on the night of Friday October 26, 

1973, police stations throughout Yorkshire were overwhelmed with reports of a 

cigar-shaped object with flashing lights, streaking across the Pennines, heading 

out to sea near Scarborough. At the same time police at Buxton, Derbyshire, 

received numerous reports of a low-flyimg, hedge-bopping helicopter, and i ssued 

the followin~ statement: 

~~--~ 
__,.._,.~-~-~ ..... 

<::: -:>--= 
"Ve are satisfied that it was a hedHe-

boppinli helicopter not a flyinH 

saucer. It was on an unscheduled fliHbt, 

and we are anxious to trllce its 

journey." The police also said they had 

received reports of similar sightings 

earlier in the week from the same aren. 

However, witnesses in the Sheffield 

area disagreed with the police's ~ 
~ ~ ---- - ~-~ interpretation. Martin Dale, of 

Abbeydale Roaa;l>uemeld;-si.iTd":---;•f did not think the 111:tsslle was a bel1copter; 

it was 1110re like a flyinH saucer, 40 feet ill diameter." Terry Jones, another 

witness, said: "I saw 1t at 11:30p111. It was beadinH east and looked ciHar-

sbllped. I would Dot have stJid it hillS a helicopter. " 2 

Whatever it was , sightings of the 'phantom helicopter' <which the police had 

consistently failed to identify as a real helicopter>, did not make newspaper 

headlines again until the middle of January, 1974. Once again the matter came to 

the attention of the media due to official appeals for information on behalf of 

the police, as this time the police themselves bad spotted and chased the 

unknown 'helicopter'! 

Before we review the police sightings which sparked off the 'scare', it would 

be useful to give the details of a relevant sighting which occurred before the 

media splurge made the separation of fact from fiction difficu lt . On the 
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afternoon of January 7th, 1974, Rob Southern, a 17-year old electrician and keen 

'plane-spotter, had left his home at Cheadle Heath near Manchester, when: 

"I just beard a wbirrinH sound. I looked up aDd saw a helicopter wbicb appeared 

to be a deep Hreen colour, but I couldn't identify it. Thera Mere no msrkinHS on 

it and I tbouHbt this rather stranHB· It was only about thirty yards above me, 

so I blld a HOod view, and in any case tbe liHbt l'fiJS HOod. It l'f/JS headinli toWZJrds 

Cbelldle over tbe woods •••• (it was not a conventionlll 'copter because) all these 

would bava markinHS and I would recoHnise tbam •.. I bave never seen any aircraft 

before wbicb I bave not been able to identify. ":a 

This may be one of the few sightings of a t:e.A.l. helicopter during the wave. 

After Didnight on the 110rning of llonday, January 14, 1974, police in the 

llacclesfield area of Cheshire had a report of an unknown helicopter, and were 

said to have "kept tbe machine under observation for sol/le time," as it 

manoeuvred over the Cat & Fiddle pub toward the High Peak. Derbyshire police 

were informed and at 1 a.m. the crew of a patrol car spotted the 'copter flying 

over the 'shivering mountain' of !lam Tor, in the Vale of Bdale, Derbyshire. The 

patrol car gave chase, but the machine veered off toward Ringinglow, near 

Sheffield, and the police soon lost it. Later it was spotted flying in the Hope 

Valley, heading for Sheffield. A report also referred to the helicopter having 

landed in a field at the Cheshire village of Goostrey, near the Jodrell Bank 

radio-telescope. A police-spokesma~ said: 

"Ve know it is a he11copter, our officers have HOt close enouHb to see it, but 

we do not know wby it is makinH these trips at niHbt. Our officers spotted tbe 

helicopter lind then lost it. They lllllniiHed to spot it aHIIin aDd it Have tbe 

impression that it bad landed, but tbe helicopter took off before tbe officers 

could set to 1 t" .. 

Another 'landing' occurred on a farm at Tottington, Lancashire, at 4:30p.m. 

the same day. Two witnesses there reported seeing a "larHe yellow helicopter" 

which appeared to have engine trouble, touchdown for a minute during a heavy 

rain storm. Police checks on military air-bases failed to come up with a 

solution. The Ar~ Air Corps station at Topcliffe, Yorkshire said that they had 

"certainly not beaD flyiDH over the Derbyshire moors at niHbt". They added that 

the poor visibility, low cloud and high winds which prevailed on the morning of 

the sighting made flying extremely hazardous. 6 

Although the details of these sightings were very vague, they were regarded 

as serious enough for Special Branch in London to be called in to investigate 

the mystery. Checks were made with the 340 registered helicopters throughout 

Britain, and pilots· were asked to account for their movements on the days in 

ques tion - with little s uccess. Also, air-traffic control headquarters at 

Preston were informed of the 'copters flights. Their radar failed to pick up 
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anything, due to the low-flying altitude of the target. However, one report 

mentioned that the unknown helicopter had been tracked on radar just before 

midnight on Sunday night, January 13th, flying en route from Manchester towards 

Buxton. Subsequently, a spokesman for the Cheshire police made the following 
statement to the press: 

"There is an unknoWD helicopter travelliDEf in tbe Derbyshire, Staffordshire and 

Kacclesfield areas and we J<!Ould like to bow wbo tbe pilot is and what be is 

doiDEf. It would appear (be) is in breach of civil aviation laws. A special 

license is needed to fly 11 helicopter at night. Apart from anytbiDEf else, tbe 

helicopter crosses one of tbe main fll[fbtpatbs into ~nchester airport. There is 

an obvious danger to aircraft EfOinEf into tbe airport. Ve would like tbe public 

to help solve tbe mrstery by reportinEf immediately any helicopter si[fhtinEfS at 

night. " 6 

At this stage the police of up to seven separate forces were actively 

involved in the investigation of the helicopter mystery, and a spokesman made 

the foll owing intruiging comment: 

"Ve have a full Si.[fbti.nEfS file on him for the last six oonths, and JDOre are 

cominEf in. He seeJJIS to be up and about after mi.dni[fht JDOst of tbe time and 

11111inly at about three o'cloclr in the JIJDrning. Ve've alerted special patrols, 

officers with strong ni.[fbt glasses, to look for him. And as soon as they see bim 

we want to [f&t as 11111ny men into the area as possible before he clears off 

lllfllin." 

It was also mentioned that the police believed the phantom helicopter was a 

'medium-sized' craft, i.e. a five-seater with a range of about 250 miles <it was 

noticed that this might bring the IRA into the mystery as possible sus pects>. 

However, no definite descriptions of the 'helicopter' were given in any of the 

pubiished accounts, other than that it carried no visible identification 
markings. 

After January 15th, 1974, the media attention given to the police's appeal 

for sighting accounts backfired as hundreds of contradictory reports began to 

pour into police stations throughout the southern Pennines. As with other 

scares, it only took media publicity as a stimulus to enable any strange light 

in the sky to be transformed into a 'phantom helicopter•, as at other times it 

had produced 'phantom airships• and 'flying saucers•. 

On Tuesday, January 15th, sightings were reported from Buxton, Derbyshire; 

Audley, Staffordshire; Xow Cop and Kelsall in Cheshire. In the early hours of 

the following day a police offiver driving between Sandbach and Congleton in 

Cheshire reported seeing a "helicopter" land near Ar c lid traffic lights, behl nd 

a hospital. He sped towards the landing site in his panda car, but in under a 

minute the machine flew off towards Congleton. This was the third time the 
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police had chased and lost the mysterious flier, and seemingly this event opened 

the floodgates, resulting in a plethora of reports and rumours intermixed over 

the following weeks. Between 16-17 January, North Staffordshire and South 

Cheshire police alone received over twenty sighting reports, all of which they 

checked out without success. Two more landings were reported, both near Goostrey 

in Cheshire. On January 16th, at 1:30 in the morning, the helicopter was even 

reported to have hovered over a house in Xacclesfield for a couple of llinutes 

Xany strange and wonderful rumours 

began to appear in the local newspapers, 

making up for the lack of definate 

information. There were stories that 

cattle had disappeared qsteriousl y in 

the High Peak of derbyshire, and that 

the • copter may have been used by 

sophisticated cattle-rust l ers, a who 

guided the cr aft with flar es from the 

ground. It was al so suggested that the 

or gun-running, for smuggling illlllligrants 
into the country, or for terrorist use in planning a jail-break or bombing 

campaign. One article speculated: 

"Now it is thought that it mi.(!bt be 11 • bollle-lll!lde helicopter'- wbicb the oWDer, 

unable to obtain an air-~rtbiness certificate, is flyinEf - and dangerously so 

at night, or, it is SUEfEfested it mi.gbt be 11 JJIOdern - and weal thy - 1 over who 

finds it the JDOst convenient way to reach b1s mistress or Efirlfriend. "s 

On a more serious note, the MAnchester Evening News interviewed Lt. Col. Bob 

Smith, a former helicopter pilot, and chief pilot for Ferranti, who gave his 
opinion that: 

"To fly safely in tbis wy be would need at least .t:JO, 000 J<~Drth of extra 

equip1118nt, includin[f radios, blind-flyin[f instru1118nts, 11 very wide ran[fe of 

navigational aids, holll:ing devices and 11 1110vin[f Ep display. It is possible to 

fly without all these aids but be would never find his way from A to B. The .IDIIn 

must be an extre1118ly competent pilot, because flyinEf at night in the sort of 

country he is in you can 111eet all sorts of hazards. There's always a possibility 

you will fly into 11 h1Efb tension cable, or the side of a 1110untain. " 

However i ncerdibly, the • helicopter• was flying at night, and was weaving 

expertl y in and out of pylons and powerlines, hugging contours and hovering as 

it flashed its ~tabbing spotlight across . the sky. The sheer improbability of his 

actions was commented on by 35- year old Alex Parker, an ex-Army pilot, who with 

the permission of thre authorities took Pall~ Mirror reporter Edward McCauley on 
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a daytime flight following in the footsteps of the phantom helicopter over the 

Peak Forest/Hope Valley area of Derbyshire. The two investigators flew at 500 

feet altitude in a JetRanger helicopter in daylight, compared with the phantom, 

which flew at 50 feet above the ground in the dark!!9 

Alex commented that "to try and get through these bills at such a law level 

.akes this guy a ~~n - or a great pilot. But whichever be is, I still feel be 

bas been luclry to get awy without a.n accident. H ------------,--------------
It was also noted that it cost tlOO ? 

per hour at this time to keep a 

helicopter in the air, and as there was 

a worldwide oil shortage at the time it 

seemed unlikely that the flights were a 

practical joke. A spokesman for Shell 

Oil commented that: "Aviation fuel is 

only available at airfields or airports 

- someone can't just go and buy it in 

cans and store it in the garden. Wboever 

it is must have access to supplies fro• 

sallie legiti1D4te source." 

' . . . . ' 
I I 

I 
I I 

'8• 
I I 
I I 

lJ 

c- BEhJ1 Fftvc..r 

Another authority to air his views on the phantom helicopter was Captain Dick 

Hansen, a pilot of Ferranti Helicopters Ltd., who lived in Congleton. He offered 

to put his Bell JetRanger helicopter at the disposal of the police in their 

effort to trap the helicopter once it was known to be in the air. Ironically, 

Hansen's helicopter was mistaken for the phantom on the very day his offer was 

IIIJde to the police! Hansen doubted that there was any substance behind the 

reports, Sllying that "the weather bas been 11/CJCh too bad far any self-respecting 

pilot. Helicopters are unstable, and at night witb no horizon visible, there ls 

no possible ~omy of hovering above the ground ..... it would be too dangerous. "•o 

It thus becomes more and moer apparent that there never ~oms any real 

helicoHpter behind the scare at all - this was merely the interpretation put 

upon the reports by the police. All the sightings are lacking in essential 

details, and are identical in all ways to classic UFO waves. the Dai I y Ka11,, 

quoted Professor John Cohen of the Department of Psychology, Manchester 

University, who doubted the reality of the phantom helicopter reports. "The 

first reports of the helicopter ID4Y have started a rash of them, " he said. "It 

is contagious - plant an idea and you get a kind of visual epidelllic." 

In 'Social and Cultural factors influencing belief about UFO's'•2• Dr. 

Phyllis Fox, Professor of Sociology at the University of Chicago, describes the 

sociological factors which oprerate in the generation of UFD-related waves, and 

how the effects of the waves then lead to the creation of belief systems. 
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Dr. Fox states that it needs an "unusual stillll.llus" in the first instance to 

generate these effects; and an effective apparatus to spread the reports (i.e. 

the news media>. The attitude of persons of status in the community (i.e. 

police> is all illaportant to the way the community as a whole will respond to 

this information. 

All of the above can be seen at work in the craetion and propagation of the 

phantom helicopter sightings. Reports of unusual lights were at first not given 

credence until the police made statements as to the reality of an unknown 

helicopter making night-time sorties over the Pennine hills. Then everyone began 

to see funny lights in the sky, and the whole idea of a real helicopter being at 

the crux of the reports began to look absurd, and the authorities then began to 

play the whole thing down. If ther ever was a real helicopter involved (and this 

is possible , at least in the earlier sightings >, then it managed to get away 

scot-free with whatever clandestine antics it was involved in - for the mystery 

remains unsloved to this day. 

However, it seems more likely that 

typical UFD-type lights lie at the heart 

of the wave. It must be taken into 

account that at the very time the 

reports of strange lights over the 

Pennines began to disappear (around 

January 23, 1974), there occurred the 

now famous 'explos ion' of a luminous 

object, thought at the time to be a huge 

meteor! te, upon Cader Bronwen mountain 

in Borth Vales,~. 

The explosion was accompanied by a moderate earth-treJIIOr, measuring 3. 5 -

4.0 on the Richter scale, centered on the Bala fault-line in Borth Vales <the 

epicentre of similar quakes in 1984 and 1986). Simultaneously, brilliant flying 

objects were seen throughout Vales and Kerseyside, i.e. coastguards at Holyhead 

saw a flaming object like a tadpole in the sky one hour after the earthquake. 

Vas the 'phanto11 helicopter' wave craeted by reports of si1rllar lights, 

created by geological strain generated in the south Pennine fault-system during 

the months leading up to the tremor? If this true then we have a fine example of 

how subject'ive imagery <belief in a real helicopter> was superimposed upon 

objective reality <earthlights> by a whole community. 

In the second part of this article will develop this argument to 

i ncorporate other UFO-related scares into . this general framework , including the 

airship scares of the First Vorld war period. But I will close wi th a 
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fascinating example of how rumour- generated UFO scares can be linked by 

conspiracy-seekers to other mysterious events: 

In June 1976, upon the trial in Leeds of Donald Jieilson a. k. a. • The Black 

Panther', who was subsequently found guilty of three sub-postmasters and of the 

kidnapping and murder of heiress Lesley Whittle, lawyers appealed to the public 

for information about a 'mystery helicopter'!! 

Xr. Barrington-Black, a solicitor defending Neilson, said they were anxious 

to hear from any witnesses who may have seen or heard a helicopter flying in the 

Kidsgrove/Bathpool area of Staffordshire, on the night of January 16-17, 1975, 

two days after Leslie Whittle was kidnapped. Xr. Black, however, refused to 

disclose why the defence required this information. 

"Ve have lll/jde exhaustive attempts to identify the helicopter," he said. "It had 

been reported in the area and some sightings were l!lllde by the Ci vii .Aviation 

Authority, but so far we have been unable to identify the helicopter. "u 

Vas this just another of those weird coincidences which abound throughout 

Ufology, or something much more mysterious? 

<To be continued> 
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APVERTISEMENT 

UFO NEWSCI.IPP I NG SERVICE 

The UFO iewslipping Service has been in existence for over fifteen years and 

is one of the longest UFO publications. It is run jointly by Lucius Farish and 

Rod B. Dyke from Plumerville Arkansas. Every month they put out an excellent 

<approx 20 pages> A4 duplicated newsletter full of UFO and Fortean eli ppi ngs 

from alL over the world. Besides giving an overview of UFO sightings worldwide 

an insight can also be gained as to how the world's press treat the subject of 

UFO' s. , which can be most amusing. If you cannot afford to subscribe to any 

overseas UFO publications the UFO iewsclipping Service will give you news from 

throughout the world. Available from (apply for UK rates) UFO NewsClipping 

S7rvice, Route 1 - Box 220, Plumerville, Arkansas 72127, USA . 
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NHE DECEMBER '86 

GO FlY A UFO! 
UFO SAM'S 

UNCONVENTIONAL 

FL YJNG OBJf§~~tltS 
AS 

SEEN 
- ON TV 

nl._ to U))() IMt, Outpculorms 
a~~y ».•••· S•moo. to t.lul'ott\ E~y 
tO C.Or.IIOI l.OOII.l hk. a fly11'19 
S,.JJC.I . IACIVOOS h.sl\0 tee! ph,!$ .... 
CMQue ~PO fOI i:I2.9S to: 

UFO SUI 
261 J'On00411IO Roed 
l.to~W111LA 

1Enc.cos.e name aM :aaoraa.1 
Hlow 21 ~ a•ltv•l)'. , , 

OBSERVER 21/12/86 

Warning over kite 
THE Government was urged uxlay to consider the potential 
danger to aircrali of a new ooy Idle, capable oi flying at 2,000· 
feet - 10 cimcs the legal limit. 

The kioe "UFO· Sam" Ius been described a.s "the Joy of 
1987" and is due 10 appc<~r in 1he shops in !he New Year, even 
!hough tltc Air Naviga1iou Order of 1980 forbids Idle> 10 be 
flown at more than 200 ieet above ground level or within live 
kilometres of airfidtls. · 

HALIFAX COURIER 29112/86 

UFO BRIGANTIA 

rrom Michael While nese A1rllnes Boelug 747 
in \Vashiogton cargo plane in dear eve.ulug: 
TilE us Federal Aviation weather when be noticed 
Admioislratio11 is not oill· that he had company-lights. 
cially investiGating the un4 

.,. They were Oyiog J).anl-
ldentifled 6ying object "two lei and then suddenly ap. 
times bigger Chan an aircraft proached very dose,. 
carrier';, which a veteran C;aptaiu Ter3uobi told loves-
ia,,ancse piLot iusisls pur· tlgalors. De~-pite the lim.it~d 
sued hint lor 400 ntiles vision av•il>blc from Bight 
above AlasKa ... \Ve are not. 1628's coc.lq•it, be aught a 
investigating as there is brJcf glimpse of his guest io 
noltuog to lovt•logate." says sllhoueue. It """ a very big 
a spokesman, one - n two times bigger 

Uooffic:ially, the position i.s lhau a.n a·ircralt carrier.'' he 
more complicated, since the said through an interpreter. 
mysterious wa inut·sha,,ell \Vhat separates thJs inti· 
presence, act:0111J)anicd by dent from must reporled to 
~t~~ ~~jy ~~~~~!i:d wb~nC~pi:i': the FAA or the lfutuaJ. Ufo 
Kcn)u Te r>uclol, hls <O·pilot, network's hoi line in Se~..Un, 
andl crew but by FAA and ~~~s, ~ic~:~ lh~PFA~~,f:; 
air force radar in Anchorage slghtiogs of tbe incident_ 
;p *!1~u,~~e it r~d:r n,~'~H~~~o~: revealed this week-on No-

On a planet lnucasingly So>- vember 17. 'l'he ftlght con-
pblstlcatcd about suth troller reported lbat lhe 
111 c. 1 T 1 " object stayed with Flight 
l:s:l~~;my . ~Ia ~ertai~'i';,uc ::,~ 1G28 Cor 32 minutes and 
usu:el. 1'hc upt:.iu. aged 47, came as dose as .6\·e miles. 
who has IM:en a (Jilot since Captain Terauchi has one 
hi:j te~.:ns and who, the FAA expb.:Jatiou. M We were 
contlrms, has uo drut: or al- nrryiog Beaujolais from 
tohol l.D\'Oivcmeot, says he France to J~pan... he 
w&s heading lor AncltOrage reveale<l." ~by be lhey wan. 
at lbe controls of his Japa· . ted lo drink it." 
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POINTS OF VIEW ON UFQ' s 

Peter Chatta!fAy 

Where did space flight begin? From what we know it started in A.D. 165 to 185 

in Athens. Lucian records an earlier voyage through space. "To 0 sort of earth 
in the air". An early journey to the moon. 

In 1950, Palenque, Mexico archeologists discovered the tomb of an ancient 

Kayan priest with a drawing of a man manipulating levers in a conical capsule, 

propelled by a fiery exhaust. A prehistoric counterpart of a modern spaceship, 

in which astronauts from another planet visited earth to find a civilisation 

wiped out before historical records began? But, did these visitors decide to 

stay here, are we the second generation, will these questions ever be answered? 

In the last few years I have read a nd spoken to many spiritual healers or 

faith healers and to my surprise I have found that some of them have stated that 

their energy or power comes from the planet Venus. Xr D Holder, medium healer 

stated that Venus has life, but not as we know it. He gets a visit from a very 

tall bright white being with webbed hands. The white being always visits him 

every twelve years, the next visit i s in the year 1989 ("I hope"). 

Vbere in space could UFO's come from? A solar system planet? Mercury, nearest 

the sun has temperatures of 660F to 770F, too hot for life as we know it. 

Jupiter and planets beyond are too cold. Venus, 25 million miles nearer the Sun 

than earth, a lways enveloped in cloud, usuually hot. Probably without oxygen or 

water vapour, both essential to life as we know it. Or is there spiritual life , 

or a form of energy on or in the planet? Kars , 35 to 62 million miles from the 

Sun than earth, cold, average temperature below freezing, dry with lttle water 

vapour, also a thin atmosphere without the oxygen vital to most forms of life. 

Could ,UFO' s come from beyond the solar s ystem? The fastest known travel is the 

speed of light which travels at 186,000 miles per second. The nearest star which 

might have planets supporting life is more than four light years from earth. The 

other alternative theory is an alternate reality. A parallel solar system in a 

different dimension or real! ty, interpenetrati ng but visible, with inhabitants 

able to de-material ise on transit and materialise here. 

1878 Jan 22nd USA 

Here are just a few sightings down the years, some of 

course you may know, some you may not. Xost of the 

sightings are American, just a few, out of t housands on 
files. 

John martin, a Texan farmer, was hunting south of Ilenison. Looking up, he saw an 

object coming at him from the direction of the sun. H.is description "About the 
size of a large saucer". 
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1882 Greenwich Royal Obseryatory 

Yalter lfaunday, astronomer, was watching the sky. Suddenly a huge disc moved 

quickly across the north-east horizon. Passing the 110on, it changed to the shape 
of 11 cigar. 

1886 Nov 17th Sacremeoto. Caltforola 

At 6:30 pm hundreds of citizens gazed up, incredulous. Large cigar shaped 

objects with four wings bung over the city for thirty llinutes. Airships were 

still unknown in America and elsewhere. 

1944 World War Two 

Pilots from America and lingland reported mysterious objects, very bright, racing 

through the sky. 'Foe Fighters'. Both nations thought they were secret weapons 

which neither side possessed. 

1947 Jyne 24th USA Idaho 

Kenneth Arnold, a buisnesslD!In was flying to Vasbington 

::-·""" : . '~~=-:· . ~ . . . · ~ .'. ;.7, in a private plane, over the Cascasde Mountains. He saw 

~~--- : · · --._: ~ ": ~ ' several flat shiny objects . Arnold described them as " A 

~j''1::~chain of saucer-like things", A newspaper sub- editor 

named them 'flying suacers'. A new phase and a new 

mystery was born. 

1948 Jan 7th Godman Alrbase Eort Knox USA 

At a USA air force base the alarm sounded. A huge red 

~~~~~~~~glowing object, 250ft across was hovering overhead. Four 

~~~1;£-~ · .~~~ F- 51 planes took off to investigate. Captain T. Xantell 

~.,. ! ~- .. ...,: ~- radioed to base "It looks metallic- a tremendous size. 
~~~~;:;~~:C.:~"£~~-~·..:lh ' m going to follow it up to 20, 000 '." It was his last 

message . His body was found with the wreckage of his 

disintegrated 'plane. Saucers became sinister. Vas he destroyed by a power from 
a planet in space? 

1950 !oy II McMinn!yllle Ore&on USA 

··.'~ At 7: 00 Xrs Paul trent was feeding rabbits. She looked 

up and called her husband. Over a field behind the 

garage was a strange metallic disc. Xrs Trent went to 

find her camera and gave it to her husband who took two 

. · :-_ '"'f--.-- ~- ' ·. ·. pictures which were published by life magazine. Vben 
· ;:, · • ), : · they were examined by Colorado Uni verst ty no tamper! ng 

~ could be found. The pictures s howed a metallic, silvery, 

. c ircular 

disc with a flat underside and a low flat topped dome above, with a protusion 

in the Diddle. The firs t authentic photograph of a flying suacer? 
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1252 Californian Desert 

On lov 20th George Adamski made an unbelievable 

claim. Vith six companaions in the Californian desert he 

·,j•'''", e' ::. ·:; -~ ... • . .. saw a cigar shaped UFO: Then a smaller saucer from it 

'"'W·::.. · :-··. ::·--~· ~ ... , .... " . ,.,, .. _,_ , u,". ·~·•"'· , •• , ... ,, 
• _ hair,, s1110oth face and a dark brown seallless 'ski-suit'. 

'i . - . 
~.._, ,.By gestures and telepathy he indicated he came from 

~...x-tr::.::;;;·?¥5f·3#i~Venus, borrowed an exposed film and flew off. Twenty 

three days later Adamski photographed a saucer above his 

house. A hand tossed out his film, 

containing a message in symbols, so far undeciphered. Did UFO ' s come from Venus 

or bad Adamski hoa~ed the world? 

Just a few sigbtings which you might find interesting out of many reported 

over the years. Xyself and the VYUFORG team of investigators still keep hoping 

for a face. to face encounter with other civilisations from a distant galaxy. 

Xeanwhile . •. every week someone, somewhere in the world sights another 

unidentified object in the sky; another hoax, another illusion? Or yet another 

visitor from space? Is mankind being studied by a race of superior intelligenc e 

to our own? If you are driving your car on a dark country lane one night, and 

your car ignition cuts out and your radio doesn't work, just look up into the 

sky. There may be something hovering above you. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ADVBRIISEKEJT 

CAT FT.APS! 

CAT FLAPS! is a new booklet fro• the editor of 1JFO BRIGUTIA. It covers 

sigbtings of '.ystery cats• in the north of lingland froa the earliest record in 

AD 940 to the present day. Aspects of the phenomenon covered include, witness 

ob6ervation, media reaction and involvement, folklore and UFO connections, 

wildcats and ru.,ur. Slghtings include The Barrogate Panther, The Rossendale 

Pu-, The Tborganby Lion, The Skegness Cougar and -ny others too bizarre to 

mention. This is the first time that so lnfor-tion on mystery cats fro• the 

north has been brought together in one place and l ooks at the aystery feline 

phenomena froa a differnt point of view. 

lf you are interested in strange phenomena this booklet is an essential addition 

to your library. 

CAT FLAPS is 48pp, A5 with a stiff card cover, and >fOll illustrated with both 

photographs, cartoons and -ps. It ie available fro• the editorial addrese for 

1.2 inc. p&p. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~O~OO~QQ~~~Q~~~OQQQnoQQOQQQQQQQQQ~~~OOOOOO~~~~ 
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STEAI.TH 

!Ugel Mortimer 

Recent speculation about the secret night flights over our country of the as 

yet officially denied 'Stealth ' F- 19 super aircraft, has given rise to much 

attention from the media as well as one or two prominen~ Ufologists. 

Articles bace already appeared in lorthern UFO Jews <issue 121, editorial> 

and Quest, from the Yorkshire UFO Society <Jul/Aug 86>. Jenny Randles promotes 

the view that there is a high probability that several 'manta-ray• UFO types, 

some of which have been observed and reported in the north of the country, may 

indeed turn out to be s1ght1ngs of the elusive F-19. I must admit she bas a 

point, and bas backed up her theory with a number of valid cases. 

A really splendid book, 'Aircraft 200 ' by Bill Sweetman <Hamlyn> describes 

the idea of ' Stealth' in quite considerable detail, a nd it is interesting to 

note that some of the attributes claimed for the F-19 were in fact in the 

research stage as early as the late 1940" s, if Sweetman's information is 

correct. 

You may have noticed too, that many of the aircraft from Sci-fi drawings of 

the 50's looked convi ncingly like 'flying wings' and 'manta-rays•, all as 

described in UFO sightings since the early 1270's. 

The Lockheed F-12 also gets a mention in the 1985-86 edition of • Jaynes 

Aircraft'. According to the book, the Japanese magazine 'Ai Review' gives the 

most representative detials of what the F-19 should actually look like, but the 

fo llowing data i s only estimated and highly provisional ... , .or is it? 

"c)'~~F 
Fc)Z- '3'+'-\- -3~ fl.v~ 
I'WS-86. 

External Dimensions 

v. Span: 9:65m <31' 8"> 

Yidth 5: 00m <16 ' 5") 

Length 18:0011 (59' 

Height 4:00m <13' lW' > 

Weight 10,000 kg <22,050lb> 

Xax T/0: 15,000 kg (33, 070lb) 

Max crusing speed: Mach 2+ 

Max operating height: 20,000m 

Combat radius: 465- 620 miles 

The Stealth F-19 is said to be 

powered by two General 

Electric F404 GE- 400 

turbofans, and was first flown in 1977. Its s i ze i s similar to that of the F/A 

18 Hornet and b~s folding wi ngs for trans porting ease. Designated to the US Air 

Force, its primary function is described as 'COSIRS', or 'Covert Survivable In

wea ther Reconnai ssance Strike'. It needs to be no ted though, that in neither 
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book is the F-19 planned to have the strange 'chameleon-like ' skin covering 

which changes colour through computer control, to match the aircrafts 

surroundings; but there is mention of an arrangement of 'coloured lights' on the 

under-side of the 'pkane which are contr olled to mimic night sky brightnesses. 

More food for the UFO sightings theory? 

agree with Jenny Randles and Graham Birdsall <first to bring the F-19 

predicament to light) that we must re-assess certain UFO cases in the light of 

what now know; looking for those details contained in such sightings which may 

point out to us more about this terrestrial visitor to our country, from 

overseas. 

WYUFORG investigators should, I think, review the Saltfleet case- this I feel 

is of some importance, in hindsight, to ' Stealth'. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

WYUFOEG CASE INVESTIGATION 

CLASSIC UFO OVER BRADFORD & BRIGHOllSli 

This case, investigated early in 1986 is a perfect example of how an everyday 

object, in this case an aircraft, can be !lis-perceived a s being a UFO. YYUFORG 

were aware of two seperate sets of witnesses to this case and their experiences 

will be dealt with in turn, with each wllnesses accounts being described . 

followed by the case investigation. Whilst the case is now classified as an IFO 

(aircraft) it bears careful description and reading as it is an excellent 

example of how a simple !lis-perception can turn into to a full blown UFO 

experience with all the trimmings. 

UFO OVER BRIGHOUSE? 

Andrew Hay's UFO 

Fred Hay's UFO 

On the evening of 18th December ·1985 13 

year old Brighouse schoolboy Andrew Hay 

was watching T.V. in the front room of his 

house when he became aware of 'voices' in 

his head. He fe lt 'compelled' to go 

upstairs to his room, and upon doing so 

pulled back the curtains and illlDE!diately 

noticed a bright white light in the west, 

moving slowly northwards. Andrew's first 

thought was that he was seeing a UFO and 

he watched the object until it left his 

field of vision. He then ran downstairs, 

grabbed his glass~s and a pair of 

binoculars and went outside to the front 
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of the bouse. From this location, and with his glasses on, he could see the 

obJect clearly again and described it as being 'as bright as a star'. Through 

the binoculars be could see the object clearly and described it as being a 

definite disc .~bape with a small dome on top. Around the disc were red, orange, 

green and blue lights which appeared to flash in sequence. As the object flew 

over the Odsal Stadium area of Bradford it seemed to stop and 'hover' for a 

period of time, during which a cloud covered it. When the cloud passed the 

object had vanished. Andrew's grandfather, Fred Hay, also saw the object, but 

only for a few 110ments. He described it as being oblong with flashing lights 

<see drawings>. The sighting duration was approximately twenty minutes. 

l!FO Q1£ER BRA DFORD? 

At about 8:55 pm on the evening of \ <;;,t- · 

18th December 1985 Richard Frogton was 

out walking with a friend in the Old 

Hill area of Bradford. They were hoping 

to see Halley's Comet and had chosen Old 

Hill as a vantage point as it gives 2. ND. 

clear views to all points of the 

compass. As they stood watching the 

night sky they became aware of a bright 

light <'as bright as the moon'>, moving 

from the south. Shortly after first ~ rJ . 
seeing the object they lost sight of it 

as it moved Into cloud, regaining sight 

as it re-appeared. Richard and his 

friend could by now also see two 

• 

/..:::: 

Richard Frogton's UFO 

aircraft in the same general area oi sky, displaying what to them were the 

normal pattern of 'plane lights. The UFO was apparently very very close to one 

of these aircaft and Richard was sure that the pilot must have seen it. The 

unidentified object then appeared to turn toward them as it reached the 

Kanningham area, and as it did so it seemed to hover for between 45 seconds and 

one minute, seemingly pulsating and 'jiggling' up and down, before resumimg its 

former course. The object vanished from view over the Ilkey/Otley area, a very 

fai nt flashing red light being visible during the last stages of the sighting. 

Richard and his friend were sure that they had seen a UFO and that it bad 

n11rrowly missed colliding with one of the aircraft. He 'phoned Leeds/Bradford 

airport but was assured that ho bad only soan an aircraft. He was not satisfied 

with this reply and so contacted YUFOS. 
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INVESIIGAIIO!f 

VYUFORG were made aware of the first account <Brighouse> th11 day after the 

event and an investigation was started. Both witnesses were interviewed twice 

and although the basic story remained constant, certain discrepancies began to 

appear in the accounts. For instance, the length of time the object was alleged 

to have hovered dropped from ten minutes in the first account to ten minutes in 

the second, despite the fact that the witness had access to several timepieces. 

These cavils apart VYUFORG were very interested in the case. Andrew Hay was a 

very bright young man, interested in astronomy <press relations officer for his 

local astronomical club), and well used to seeing objects in the night sky. His 

experience, taken at face value seemed to indicate a classic OZ factor type 

event, being compelled to look out of the window, being in a 'funny mmod' 

<according to his mother> etc, culminating in a sighting of a classic domed disc 

UFO. This, plus his grandfathers sighting, seemed to indicate. despite the 

problems, that we had a genuine case to investigate. Nothing could be found to 

account for the sighting in conventional terms. From both Andrew and his 

grandfathers accpunts in no way could the object be said to have resembled an 

aircra ft and as Leeds/Bradford airport would not forward any details of aircraft 

movements it was difficult to check exactly what was in the air at that time. At 

the second interview it became plain that Andrew bad read a great many UFO books 

after his sighting, although he denied having read any before. Yhilst deciding 

what should be done about this case the VYUFORG investigator responsible began 

receiving peculiar letters from Andrew relating to UFO's, and some weeks later 

Andrew telephoned to say be could see the same object, again in the same place 

as the initial sighting. VYUFORG's investigator immediately looked outside Dt 

that a~ea and, despite the night being clear, nothing could be seen. After those 

events he telephoned many time enquiring when his story would be in a UFO 

journal and asking questions about UFO's. Vhen it was suggested that he contact 

a local paper these calls stopped. 

As this investigation was under way VYUFORG became aware of the second 

witness <Bradford) via the help of a YUFOS investigator, Graham Townsend. From 

the Bradford witnesses account, and taking into consideration the times , 

directions and movements of the 'UFO', it was obvious that they bad all seen the 

same object. Both Andrew Hay and Richard Frogton were convinced they had seen a 

UFO. Richard justified this by two main points. Firstly the lights were not like 

on any normal 'plane and secondly he alleged that the object almost collided 

with one of the airplanes he could see. The YUFOS team bad managed to get 

infor~tion from Leeds/Bradford airport, who told them that three aircrait were 

inbound to L/B at that time and that the radar controller did not observe any 

blips which were not consistent with aircraft. Unless LIB are not telling the 
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truth, this solved the case and is consistent with the fact that the 'UFO' was 

travelling in an area of high aircraft use and the fact that a red light could 

just he seen in the second account, as the object disappeared over Otley/Ilkley 

<where L/B airport is situated). 

Had we have bad the airport's help initially this ca10e would have been easily 

resolved, and this illustrates the difficulties when authorities are not 

prepared to co-operate. As it was it took quite a while to be sure of what 

caused the sigbtings and there are still many points to consider which are 

pertinent to UFO study. For instance, why did all the witnesses think they had 

seen a 'real UFO' and not an airplane and why did they insist this fact 

throughout the investigation?; why did Andrew Hay display OZ factor and other 

UFO event related psychological effects <allegedly before the event and partly 

witnessed by his parents>? 

In the Brigbouse case we think that Andrew Hay wanted to see a UFO and it 

only took the sight of a <genuinely) unknown light in the sky to trigger off his 

'sighting'. Admittedly his grandfather also saw the 'UFO', but his drawing is 

quite different from Andrew's and be was not interested in talking much about 

the event save to say that 'be was pleased' that Andrew bad seen a UFO. If this 

is the case then it is bard to see where simple misperception finsbes and 

outright hoax starts, bearing in mind Andrew's subsequent commu':'ications and 

alleged sigbtings. 

The Bradford case is harder to interpret in this way, but it could be that 

again a genuinely unknown light was thought to be a UFO, partly because it was 

not the same as the two ai rcraft visible and partly because the two men were out 

looking for Halley's Comet and would be alert for anything which seemed out of 

the ordinary. It bas all been said before , but when faced with a case like this 

in which an <eventual> IFO is perceived as a UFO and described in the same terms 

as an un-resolved UFO event , then there is no reason why many more of our 

unidentified's would not end up in the same category given sufficient 

investigation. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

B.OOILS.All 

Paul Bennett still bas hundreds of books for sale on a variety of subjects 

incuding UFO's, gh.osts, fairies, the occult, the paranormal and many others. 

Please buy something from him then be will go live in Scotland. Sorry Paul! 

Contact hi lll for lists etc at: 61 Ranelagb Avenue, Raveoscliff, Bradford, 'lest 

Yorkshire. Paul also publishes the excellent bi-monthly mag. Earth, which 

regularly has features on UFO's and also covers paganism, earth mysteries and 

ralatcd fields. 

IHHHJCI~IHIUClUIHIClllllClllllllll:lUIHlUil~UilClUUUIHlUUU~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~UUUUU~~~~~Uu~~~~~uuu 
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THE CBACOE FELL CASE UPDATE 

In the Cracoe Fell case article elsewhere in this issue we wrote that YUFOS 

had not taken us up on our offer to view our proof. Si nee that was written 

events have taken a dramatic turn. YUFOS' Philip Mantle 'phoned and asked if he 

and Mark Birdsall could come and inspect the f ~-t d 5 proo on ~ ur ay /1/87 . We agreed 

readily. BUFORA AI David Clarke was also to be present as an independant 

observer. David also visited Cracoe Fell on the morning of the meeting and saw 

the Cracoe light reflection with his own eyes. Sadly the meet! ng did not trun 

out as we had envisaged. Graham Birdsall,. President of YUFOS attended the 

meeting u~invited and from his first words it was obvious his only intention was 

to intimidate. Physical violence was threatened against Martin Dagless, who was 

also pushed by Kr Birdsall, and Andy Roberts, in whose home this meeting took 

place, had an attempted assault lllllde against him by Graham Birdsall, who 

subsequently was ejected from the premises by Andy's wife upon threat of the 

police being called. This behaviour is disgusting and pitiful and members of 

VYUFORG wil l not be intimidated in this way by anyone. We were left shaken and 

sickened by this event and have contacted our solicitor. This may sound far

fetched and hard to believe. It happened. David Clarke, who was there as an 

independent witness has prepared a statement, in which be is prepared to swear 

on oath that these events took place, and is obtainable from him at 6, Old 

Retford Road, Handsworth, Sheffield, Sl3 9Q2. The invited members of YUFOS acted 

impeccably but declined to stay to see our proof after this outburst. 

Our offer, to sensible members of YUFOS, remains open for them to come and 

inspect our proof at any time. 

On Monday 5/1/87 the Yorkshire Evening Post ran the folowing article about 

the .case. 

By TIM ZILLESSEN 

Controversy is raging among UFO 
spotters following claims that the 
Craco Unidentified Flying Object is a 
trick of the light. 
. Three-a~d-a-half years ago the YEP exdl)

sively published a photograph of the sighting at 
Ctacoe Fell, neat Grassington. which was being 
hailed as the most conclusive evidence of a UFO 
-seen in Britain. 

But now the West Yorkshire UFO Resean:h 
Group, . headed by Mr. Andy Roberts, editor or 
Brlnantta, a nationwide UFO maguine, says the 
n~h~Ofetr~~J!:.othlng more than an unwual piece of 

To s u p p o r t Its case the ~up sent its own 
photographs of the ph e nomen on to the same 
p.hotographi< amlyst used with the first sightinRo 
Mr. Klaus Wehner. in Wlesbaden, West Germany 

. And in a letter to Mr. Roberu the analyst sa,sthe · 
new photognpbs unmask t.be Cra<ae UFO ph.,. 
nomenon as nothintt more than a reflection. 

Mr. Roberts said bis group bod been in .. stiRoting 
the Crocoe sighting for three y .. n and had now 

~·~1 :n;~~~~rre':tri~' v~"!!~C:r~ural phenomenon 
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"We ~eli eve we htve Incontrovertible proof that It 
Is nothmg more than a romplex light reilmlon. 
Undoubtedly a lot of ~pie saw something that doy 
but unfortunately they do not ac:cept a rational 
explanation for it and still refwe to do so."l•e sal~. 

"We did not set out dellbentely to dispel or to 
!lJsprove ~· s i R h II n g, we simply set out to 
mvestlgate 1L We ore ol!"n·minded enough to ac:cept 
:,.,~ SlgbUng when 11 happens, but not in this 

But ~ dalms were lmmedlotely dismis.ud by 
Marl< Birdsall. of the York.•blre UFO Soctety who 
along with bis brother Graham brought the 6aeo<t 
UFO to the attention of the YEP 

··we absolutely reject any suggestion that the 
sightln* wM a light reflection. We are convinced 
sometlli~g "(U st<ln on IJiat day on the fell," he Mid. 

lie sa1d hts ~roup had In the last few days visited 
the two pollee ofllrer:< who took the photoguphs. 
and bo~ stood by their orhtlnal claims. 

Mr. Btrdsall then made a stin~in~t allaclt on the 
research group and the pboto~traDhk analyst. 

Ue said tbe group had onJ; ~n In ~nst~nre for 
th~ yean af!d dul not ha,·e enour.b ioJonnatinn to 
rrutl<e any posJiiYe claims. He dlsmt5Sed the an•irst 
:.;;~~~ ·~3pU~n'tto l>ad no sc:ieotific authority to 

Mr. BirJsaJF.'dded thot his society had produced a 
200-page ~port backlog up 113 claitns. 
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Row erupts over 
Yorkshire 'UFO' 

The above headline led the story on the previous page. 

Generally we thought this was a good piece, wi tb the exception of the fact 

that Andy Roberts was wrongly named as bead of WYUFORG, this should in fact have 

been Martin Dagl ess . 'We ·.-~a uld like to point out though that WYUFORG do not in 

any way disbelieve the statements of the police officers, they may have thought 

the'l saw a solid 'UFO'. WYUFORG are direct l y r.ontesting the photographic 

evidence. evidence which is one step removed from the field of human perception. 

The bottom line is this: ~ VYUFORG's ~ny photogr~pbs and slides dep1ct the 

same phenomena as the 19dl photos, under dif fer ing conditions, and in the same 

place , QR there ls. a solid 'UFO' flying about tile Cracoe area whic h on the 

mornin~ of lo/3/81 decided to take on the EX~ shape . size and positi on as the 

natural phenomena whic~ occurs on the rocks and allowed itself to be 

pboto~::-apiled as such and which no-one saw arrive or depart . indeed if the 

statelt'.!nts .;.re tailen into .;.ccount the 'UFO' possas;;ed the power of !nvisib!ll ty. 

The photogrllpb :.ppeari ng above was taken on 26/12/86 at 12:00 noon. It was 

token tram thu north end of Cracoe village, a point a mile and a bali away from 
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the fe l l and about three hundred yards away from the s ite of t he 1981 

photographs. The Cracoe 'UFO' is clearl y visible on the rocks almost in the 

centre of the pi cture. A small ' blob' is also clearly visible <as it is i n the 

YUFOS photographs> to the right of the white strip of light. The effect is very 

small, both due to the distance <210mm zoom lens used) and the fact that the 

rock in question is only small itself . Those readers who may have seen the 

'original' photographs held by YUFOS will perhaps be surprised by the size of 

the phenomena in reality, this is because YUFOS have only printed enlarged 

versions of the picture <mostly reversed images), We are unable to print a YUFOS 

picture for comparison as they hold copyright. The phenomena on the enclosed 

picture is quite bright in comparison to the surrounding fel l , but it is nowhere 

near as bright as when seen with the naked eye. We recommend that any readers 

unfamiliar with the YUFOS interpret ation of the Cracoe photographs either send 

for thei r new Cracoe package (£7:50) or one of the copies of QUEST i n whi ch the 

case is feat ured. Address in review column. We rest our cas e! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

REVIEWS 

Northern UFO News: No. 122, Nov/Dec '86. Bi - mon t h ly, ~5:40 p.a. from Jenny 

Randles, 8, li.bitethroat Vall:, Birchwood, flarrington, Cheshire, VA3 6PQ. 

Aside from all the usual features the latest NUN also incl udes par t two of 

Clive Potter's treatise on the CE4 <lets see more a rticles like this Jenny>; an 

alleged CE3 from Lancashire <with a pair of MIBs thrown in f or good meas ur e ! >; 

yet more on the Cracoe Fell affair; AHU a chance to win a years free 

subscripti on to NUN. What more could one ask for? Reviewed by Darren Chanter. 

Kagonia : No. 24 November ' 86. ~2:50 far four issues, f r om John Rimmer, John Dee 

Cottage, 5, James Terrace, Kortl ake Churchyard, London Sfl14 8HB. 

Of particular interest to Dever eux devotees and folklore fanatics alike, 

Magonia' s special Eartblight s issue features David Clarke on • Spooklights in 

Tradition and Folklore'; Micbeal Goss on 'Sbito- Dama ', a Japanes e fi r eba ll 

spirit <~an oriental expletive as one might thi nk!); a nd Claude Hauge on 

'Pers i nger • s Tectonic Strain Theory'- "indisputably one of the most important 

and interesting attempts at a study of the UFO phenomenon. " <So shame on those of 

you who just thought Persinger's l:fhAi?!>. Add to t he above lively letters and 

biting book reviews fLl1.S. Jenny Randles on t he backgound media reaction to t he 

recent Patrick Moore/Cedric Allingham UFO book expose <featured in Magonia 23>; 

and one has yet another shining example of why Magonia is widely regarded as one 

of· the brightest stars in t he firmament of anomalous phenomena relat ed 

publications. Reviewed by Darren Chanter 
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Fortean Times: Autumn '86, No 47. ~6:00/4 i ssues from 96 ~nsfield Road, London 

NY3 2HX 

What can you say about For t ean Times? Bven when it is wel l behind schedul e, 

t his magazine remains the biggest and most informative journal in the strange 

phenomena field. Goodies in this issue incl ude; Operation Congo, Hal l eys Comet 

phenomena, Spontaneous Human Combustion i nquest and much much more . Ignore i t at 

your peri l! 

QUEST: Sept/Oct '86. £6/6 issues from 68, Buller Crescent, Leeds LS9 6LJ 

A mus t for 'nuts and bolts' fans! If you are into the latest def ence 

technology, meetings with aliens in deserts and the release of official 

document s relating to the UFO phenomenon then QUEST is the mag for you. Packed 

wi t h more cases than we <and a nyone else for t hat matter) have seen for a long 

time. This issue is especially important for its far reaching, deeply searching, 

and obviously well researched criticism of BUFORA, WYUFORG, Jenny Randles and 

a nyone else who doesn't agree with the party li ne. Buy it now. 

BOQK REVIEW 

TORY iiEDD- New Age · Pioneer by Philip Heselton. Avai lable from Northern Ear t h 

Kysteries , 170 Vi c toria Avenue, Hull HU5 3DY. Price £3 + £1 p&p 146 pages , 

photographs. 

Tony !o'edd will always be remember ed as the person who linked liFO s i ghtings 

with the many ancient landmarks which dot our landscape, forming a synthesis of 

knowl edge which brought in leys, Earth Mysteries, free energy and many other 

topics . Wedd was also the f ounder of the recently re- for med STAR Fellowship, an 

organi s ation devoted to welcoming and publicising contact with flying saucers 

and thei r occupants. Philip Hese l ton bas carefully detailed Tony Wedd's life in 

this book and, whether you agree with any, all or none of Wedd ' s ideas i t is 

essent ial reading. Books dealing with the lives of major characters in the fie ld 

of anomal ous phenomena are rare enough and becaus e of this thi s book should be 

welcomed. Philip has produced the book himself and its appear ance puts many 

'book shop' books to shame. Do it yourself publishing bas come of age wi t h this 

publication. 

ANNQJTNCEMENT 

On a sad note i n this issue, we say farewell to WYUFORG investigat ors Darren 

Chanter, Ann Chant er, Raymond Field and Peter Chattaway . They have been in 

WYUFORG for the past two years and have been a credit t o us all. We are 

rrulllll ning in contact and their wor·k will still appear in UFO BRIGAJITIA. We thank 

Lhnm all for their supp•Jrt and dedication. 
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